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The New Year is a time of renewal, of looking to the future while pondering the achievements – and losses – of the past year. 
With bare trees silhouetted against darkening skies, and dried leaves rustling in the icy wind, Nature seems dormant, like a 
dying patient. But vital sap still flows, and seeds await their time to germinate. Our winter exhibition, Germination, takes its 
inspiration from this cycle of growth and decay. It features work by three artists, Tiffany Chung, Sopheap Pich, and Pinaree 
Sanpitak. Although their artistic practices are quite diverse, they share certain commonalities, balancing a deep grounding in 
their local context – its history, artistic traditions, and socio-political realities – with a perspective that is informed by active 
engagement in the global scene. 

The exhibition opens with Pinaree’s works on paper with dried flowers that are based on a type of Thai floral garland used for 
ceremonies celebrating both life and death. Her breast-shaped aluminum sculptures also incorporate real flower garlands, 
which will slowly desiccate during the run of the show. These are complimented by a group of drawings featuring her breast 
fruit, cloud sprout, and breast cloud motifs, which focus on the female breast as a source of nourishment, at one with the 
life-giving processes of Nature. The exhibition continues with Chung’s highly abstract cartographic works on paper in which 
colorful organic structures seem to grow across the page. But their beautiful surfaces cannot mask the brutal conflicts that 
the maps chart out. Horrific events, such as the ongoing crisis in Syria, propagate before our eyes. Sopheap Pich’s monumental 
sculpture, Ordeal, concludes the exhibition, its form based on a dried out seed pod that has released its seeds. A related seed 
sculpture rests nearby, along with two Wall Reliefs, grids of rattan and bamboo covered with well-worn pieces of burlap, 
their roughly repaired surfaces coming together in ordered rows like agricultural fields.  Please see below for more detailed 
information about the artists and works.

Pinaree Sanpitak is one of the most compelling and respected Thai artists of her generation, and her work can be counted 
among the most powerful explorations of women’s experiences in all of Southeast Asia. Her primary inspiration over the past 
twenty-five years has been the female body, distilled to its most basic forms and imbued with an ethereal spirituality. Her work 
in a wide variety of media – painting, drawing, sculpture, textiles, ceramics, performance, and culinary arts, to name but a few 
– is informed by a quiet minimalism that owes something to her training in Japan and sets it apart from the colorful intensity 
of much Thai art. Often called a feminist or Buddhist artist, she resists such easy categorizations, preferring to let her work 
speak to each viewer directly, to the heart and soul, with the most basic language of form, color, and texture. 

For Germination, we include a selection of small works on paper featuring her breast cloud, cloud sprout, and breast fruit motifs, 
many drawn with a technique that resembles fine needlework.  These are shown alongside works on paper and aluminum 
sculptures that take inspiration from ma-lai floral garlands, which play a symbolic role in Thai ceremonial occasions from birth 
to death, from exuberant celebrations to quiet personal contemplation. It is an art form originally taught to women in the Thai 
royal court, who created intricate designs of great refinement. Pinaree’s Ma-lai works evoke the female body, intimately linked 
to a sense of the enduring bonds of cultural traditions, family, and spirituality. “Ma-lai is a subtle comment on the conditions of 
life, not only to cherish the wonders but also to pay respect to the struggles and losses,” Pinaree explains. “The ‘body’ of ma-lai 
transforms, portraying certain mindsets and emotions.” 
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Tiffany Chung (Vietnam/USA) is known for her research-based multi-media installations and hand-drawn topographic 
maps and data visualizations that reference the history of specific places, showing the lingering effects of social disrup-
tion, conflict, and environmental change. One of the most respected and internationally active Vietnamese-born artists 
of her generation, she is currently preparing for an upcoming major solo exhibition at the Smithsonian American Art 
Museum, Tiffany Chung: Vietnam, Past Is Prologue (March 15 – Sept. 2, 2019), which was organized as a response to the 
museum’s groundbreaking group show, Artists Respond: American Art and the Vietnam War, 1965–1975, taking place at the 
same time. 

Chung’s meticulously detailed works on paper combine precise cartography with abstract motifs that reference micro-
organisms and molecular structures. Their lush, beautifully colored surfaces, with jewel-like tones rendered in ink and 
paint stick on translucent vellum, contrast starkly with the somber historical realities they chart out. Her work studies 
the geographical shifts in countries that were traumatized by war, human destruction, or natural disasters, unveiling the 
connection between imperialist ideologies and visions of modernity. Her maps, based on rigorous ethnographic research 
and archival documents, interweave historical and geologic events – and spatial and sociopolitical changes – with future 
predictions, revealing cartography as a discipline that draws on the realms of perception and fantasy as much as geog-
raphy. Exploring world geopolitics by integrating international treaties with local histories, her work re-maps memories 
that were excluded from official records. 

In recent years, Chung’s interest in imposed political borders and their traumatic impacts on different groups of hu-
man populations has underpinned her commitment to conducting an ongoing comparative study of forced migration 
– through both the current Syrian humanitarian crisis and the post-1975 mass exodus of Vietnamese refugees, of which 
she herself was a part. Her Syria Project had its debut in the main section of the 2015 Venice Biennale, All the World’s Fu-
tures, with an installation of 40 map-based drawings relating to the ongoing strife in Syria.  For Germination, we feature 
three new works from the Syria Project that track recent developments in the conflict and make connections to the an-
cient history of the region.  These are shown alongside works from a project she did for an exhibition at the Hitachi City 
Museum in Japan, which was inspired by World War II era maps of Hitachi showing the effects of militarism and warfare, 
pinpointing the locations of munitions factories and bombing damage.

Sopheap Pich is widely considered to be Cambodia’s most internationally prominent contemporary artist. Born in Bat-
tambang, Cambodia, in 1971, he moved with his family to the United States in 1984. After receiving his BFA (University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst, 1995) and MFA (The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, 1999), he returned to Cambodia 
in 2002, where he began working with local materials – bamboo, rattan, burlap, beeswax and earth pigments gathered 
from around Cambodia – to make sculptures inspired by bodily organs, vegetal forms, and abstract geometric struc-
tures. Pich’s childhood experiences during the genocidal conditions of late 1970s Cambodia had a lasting impact on his 
work, informing its themes of time, memory, and the body. His sculptures stand out for their subtlety and power, com-
bining refinement of form with a visceral, emotive force. In 2013 he became the first contemporary artist from South-
east Asia to be given a solo exhibition the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, Cambodian Rattan: The Sculptures of 
Sopheap Pich. 

His recent large-scale sculpture, Ordeal, which had its debut in 2018 at Singapore’s Asian Civilisations Museum, is the 
centerpiece of Germination. It was inspired by the seed pods of the Ordeal tree (Erythrophleum guineense), which was 
imported to Southeast Asia from tropical Africa. Powder made from its bark can be used as medicine but is poisonous in 
high doses. In the past it was used as part of a “trial by ordeal” in which the accused was given a potion made by soaking 
the bark in water; if he died after drinking it, he was considered guilty, but if he survived, he was acquitted. With the open 
pod of Ordeal, Pich explores the fluidity of line and the free expansion of volume, all delimited by the basic forms of typi-
cal natural structures. These themes are also at the core of his grid-based Wall Relief series, of which we exhibit Tides 
and Open Field.  The series, which debuted in a room-sized installation at Documenta (13) in 2012, reflects Pich’s ongoing 
interest in abstraction and conceptualization, and especially in the expressive possibilities of the grid, which has always 
served as the basic structural unit for his sculptural work.  The Wall Reliefs consist of rattan grids partially covered with 
strips of burlap taken from used rice bags that had been previously repaired with colorful bits of string and twine, show-
ing the care with which even these humble materials are treated. Referring to the series, Pich says, “these grid works, 
reduced to their bare materials and shapes, represent for me a kind of distillation of emotion, of remembrance, of 
reflections on what has influenced me, or the places I have been.”


